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Slides 3-5  AP Language Play-Doh Revision Workshop.
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Inessa Karavan

BEFORE
AFTER

S: I substituted by 
replacing the pencil with 
pen.
T: I took out the 
unnecessary pencil/pen 
marks for a cleaner look
A:I added a 
thunderstorm, light 
streaks coming from the 
lightbulb, vines webbing 
out of the flowers, and 
small dots, for aesthetic.
R: I first did the vines all 
going up, but then i 
erased and redrew them 
to grow in all directions.
 



Name: Eureka Sang

BEFORE AFTER

★ S: Took off the circular edges 
(pedals) and replaced it with 
a thinner and sharper one

★ T: I take out a clump of circle 
at the center, as well as the 
base, to make it look flatter 
and more circular.

★ A: I added some orange 
speck in the center of the 
flower

★ R: I thinned out the pedals a 
little more in order to expand 
the flower, making it look 
bigger

Yellow Rose Yellow Camellia Flower

S.T.A.R.



Ayzhanae DeBose
an art gallery

● S: I substituted the kind of dog 
that I made. At first it was a 
ratty chihuahua and now it’s a 
pug  

● T: I got rid of the oversized nose 
and ears

● A: I added a body, tail, and facial 
features

● R: I rearranged the colors on the 
dog, switching the ears from 
mostly blue to all pink and 
making the tail blue

“Doggo” A.D. 
(Before)

“Teresa the 
Pug” A.D.
(After)



What happens to a dream decimated?

Does it die slowly?

Like a fish out of water?

Or dies quickly like a fire put out with water

And then all that is left is smoke?

Does it smile kindly like a loving mother?

Or spits fire towards your way

Like a fiery devil that came and went?

Maybe it sings

Like a nymph by a clear lake.

Or does it make the world muted and grey?

Dreams of the World

By: Alexandra Osadchik



By: America Soria 
What happens to a dream destroyed?

Does it perish?

Like ashes that have fallen into the ocean?

Or explode like a bomb

That then fuels the world with flames?

Does it get crushed like a soda can under someone's foot?

Or get swept under the carpet

Like meaningless specs of dust?

Maybe it evaporates

Like water on the pavement when it's 100 degrees.

Or does a new one grow under the soil after the flames died?

Title poem- 2020


